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Abstract: Learning representations in the joint domain of vision and touch can
improve manipulation dexterity, robustness, and sample-complexity by exploit-
ing mutual information and complementary cues. Here, we present Visuo-Tactile
Transformers (VTTs), a novel multimodal representation learning approach suited
for model-based reinforcement learning and planning. Our approach extends
the Visual Transformer [1] to handle visuo-tactile feedback. Specifically, VTT
uses tactile feedback together with self and cross-modal attention to build latent
heatmap representations that focus attention on important task features in the vi-
sual domain. We demonstrate the efficacy of VTT for representation learning with
a comparative evaluation against baselines on four simulated robot tasks and one
real world block pushing task. We conduct an ablation study over the components
of VTT to highlight the importance of cross-modality in representation learning.
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1 Introduction

Deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have solved numerous challenging tasks from raw
observations (e.g., images) [2, 3, 4, 5]. Despite these successes, learning directly from such high-
dimensional observation spaces can be numerically difficult/unstable, sensitive to hyper-parameters,
and sample inefficient [4]. These challenges have limited the utility of these methods for robotics
applications because data collection is time intensive, costly, and task variance is high.

To address this, recent research in representation learning aims to build compact “latent” repre-
sentations of the underlying states [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. These compact representations are typically
trained together with a policy using prediction and reconstruction losses along with task-dependant
rewards. The policy then learns from the low-dimensional latent representation rather than the high-
dimensional raw sensory observation. This approach offers stability and sample-efficiency for policy
learning owing to the information-dense latent representations generated from rich prediction and re-
construction supervisory signals. As such, latent representations are a promising tool for real-world
robotic planning and RL.

Most research in robot latent representation learning has focused on images and proprioception
[2, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The sense of touch, together with vision, plays an important role in robotic
manipulation; however, visuo-tactile representation learning is still in its relative nascency. Recent
works [10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] have proposed visuo-tactile methods; however, the latent
representations used are typically vectors or clusters in Rn and do not exploit attention architectures
[23]. These representations can smooth over fine details and struggle with locality in images. These
issues are particularly troublesome for manipulation as the difference between in-contact and out-
of-contact can be small in pixel space or the robot may need to move significantly to contact objects.

In this paper, we propose a novel latent representation learning method that addresses these chal-
lenges. Our approach extends the popular Visual Transformer (ViT) [1] to integrate multimodal
feedback from vision and touch – the Visuo-Tactile Transformer (VTT). Our approach focuses
spatially-aware attention on important visual task features using tactile feedback. We show how
this cross-modal attention creates a rich spatially distributed latent space that facilitates more effi-
cient task execution. We evaluate the efficacy of our approach on four simulated and one real-world
contact-rich interactions, benchmarking against state-of-the-art techniques.
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Figure 1: Architecture: Schematic of our proposed Visuo-Tactile Transformer. Parts of the diagram
with gray backgrounds are novel contributions and differentiate our structure from ViT.

2 Related Work

The learning community has made significant progress in latent space dynamics learning, demon-
strating promise in relatively low-dimensional [24, 25, 26, 27] and high-dimensional [4, 6, 7, 8, 9]
spaces. The key idea in these approaches is to learn a latent dynamics model that compactly rep-
resents the high-dimensional observation space that is then used for planning or model-based RL.
Many of these approaches consider continuous control tasks that may be applicable to the robotics
domain [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. Existing approaches focus on learning latent dynamics from visual
feedback. Here, our work explicitly addresses multimodal learning in the visuo-tactile domain.

The robot learning community has also made progress in learning latent space dynamics. In par-
ticular, cross-modal learning has recently gained traction [10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] where
the current trend is in visuo-tactile representations. Our work is most similar to [10, 16] and we
use their encoders as our baselines. The key difference between these works and ours is the latent
representation. Rather than using a vector in Rn, VTT learns a multimodal latent heatmap where at-
tention is distributed spatially. We hypothesize that VTT’s explicitly spatially-aware cross-attention
is more effective for representation learning in terms of sample efficiency and expected reward than
either of these approaches. We evaluate this claim by benchmarking against existing approaches.

Our proposed approach is an extension of the Transformer [23] and ViT [1] to the visio-tactile
domain. Recent research has demonstrated the efficacy of attention mechanisms for sequence-to-
sequence and spatially-distributed inputs. A tighter integration of encoders developed by the com-
puter vision community [34, 35, 36] with robotic applications can lead to significant advances in
representation learning that enable efficient planning and RL.

3 Visuo-Tactile Transformers

At a high level, VTT produces compact latent representations by fusing visuo-tactile inputs with self
and cross-modal attention mechanisms. This enables robotic agents to leverage the complementary
nature of these sensing modalities for policy learning. Additionally, VTT supplements image and
tactile input patches with learned contact, alignment, and position/modality embeddings to further
improve multi-modal reasoning. The overall VTT architecture is shown in Fig. 1. We present the
details of the architecture and its components in the following sections.
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3.1 Modality Patches

Before sending inputs to the transformer encoder to compute self and cross-modal attention, both the
image and tactile inputs need to be patched. RGB image inputs are patched and embedded with one
2-D convolution layer as in ViT [1]. Tactile inputs from a wrist-mounted force-torque sensor are
patched into reaction forces and torques, then a linear projection is applied to embed them. Image
and tactile modalities are notated I and T respectively. We denote the embedded modality patch
as XM ∈ R(PI+PT )×d, where P is the number of patches in each modality and d is the number of
features in each modality, which we assume to be identical. This embedded modality patch XM can
be written [XI ;XT ] and is used as input to the first attention layer, as shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 Self and Cross-Modal Attention

We implement self and cross-modal attention mechanisms by adapting the multi-head attention
method from Transformer architecture [23]. This adaptation is shown on the right side of Fig. 1.
The transformer encoder is composed of a stack of N identical attention layers. Each attention
layer has two sub-layers: a multi-head attention sub-layer and a feed-forward sub-layer. When
1 ≤ n + 1 ≤ N , the output Xn of the nth attention layer An will be the input for the (n + 1)th at-
tention layer in the transformer encoder. To show how self and cross-modal attention are computed
through N attention fusion layers, we first analyze An=1 and then generalize to n > 1 layers.

To calculate the self and cross-modal attention at layer n = 1, we first project the post layer nor-
malization (LN ) of embedded modality patch XM into the Query (Qin=1), Key (Ki

n=1), and Value
(V in=1) shown in Eq. 1, where h is the number of attention heads and 1 ≤ i ≤ h.

Qin=1 = LN

[
XI

XT

]
W i
Q, K

i
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[
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]
W i
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i
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]
W i
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In this formulation, W i
Q ∈ Rd×dK , W i

K ∈ Rd×dK , and W i
V ∈ RdK× d

h are weights for Query, Key
and Value, where d is defined in Sec. 3.1 and dK is the dimension of features in the Key. Following
Eq. 1, we note that the Query, Key, and Value can be written as

Qin=1 =

[
QI
QT

]i
n=1

, Ki
n=1 =

[
KI

KT

]i
n=1

, V in=1 =

[
VI
VT

]i
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(2)

After projecting the embedded modality patch XM into Qn=1, Kn=1, and Vn=1, we use Eq. 3 to
calculate the attention at each head i using a scaled dot product with regularization factor a =

√
d.

Ain=1 = Atten(Xn−1 = XM )i = softmax(
Qin=1(Ki

n=1)T

a
)V in=1

(3)

For clarity and brevity, we expand Eq. 3 in terms of Q, K, and V to isolate self and cross-modal
attention.

Ain=1 ∼ QKTV =

[
QIKI QIKT

QTKI QTKT

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Attention Heatmap

[
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]
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]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Self Attention

i

+

[
QIKTVT
QTKIVI

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cross Attention

i

(4)

From Eq. 4 we can see that the attention heatmap is constructed with image and tactile self attentions
QIKI and QTKT on the diagonal and cross-modal attentions QIKT and QTKI in the upper and
lower triangles. The attention output of Eq. 4 is the sum of self and cross-modal attention. Finally,
the multi-head attention An=1 is formed by concatenating each attention head as shown in Eq. 5.
Multi-head attention encourages the model to explore the attention subspace.

An=1 = [A1
n=1, A

2
n=1, ..., A

h
n=1] ∈ R(PI+PT )×d (5)

To connect the sub-layers in each attention layer, we implement the residual connection method
from [37]. Finally, the output Xn=1 of the attention layer An=1 can be written

Xn=1 = fn=1(An=1, Xn−1 = XM ) (6)
where fn=1 is a learned nonlinear function induced by nonlinear activation functions and operations.

To generalize to n > 1 attention fusion layers, Xn−1 is the input for attention layer An and is
projected into Qn, Kn and Vn using Eq. 1. This proposed attention mixture allows the agent to
iteratively leverage weights of self and cross-modal attention.
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3.3 Learned Embeddings
To improve feature learning for RL policies, we propose three learnable embeddings to bolster the
modality patches and attention mechanisms we introduced in Sec. 3.1 and Sec. 3.2. We evaluate
effects of these embeddings on model performance in the ablation study presented in Sec. 4.2.
Contact Embedding: Intuitively, contact embeddings are used to pull latent codes for alike con-
tact states together while pushing latent codes for dissimilar contact states apart. After N layers,
the contact embedding XC ∈ R1×d becomes the contact head Chead ∈ R1×d following the same
method outlined in Sec. 3.2. We form a contact loss in Eq. 7 by using Chead to predict the contact
state of the system then comparing that prediction to the ground truth Cgt.
Alignment Embedding: Although contact embeddings introduce binary contact recognition, tem-
poral alignment of tactile signatures to images is non-trivial [10, 16]. Alignment embeddings shape
the latent space to seek similarities in temporally aligned modalities and differences in temporally
misaligned modalities [10, 38]. Therefore, alignment embeddingXAl ∈ R1×d is introduced and be-
comes the alignment head Alhead ∈ R1×d after N layers. As in the previous section, we form a loss
in Eq. 7 by using Alhead to predict whether the tactile and image data are aligned then comparing
that prediction to the ground truth Algt.

The contact and alignment losses are defined by a binary cross entropy with logits lossBCElogits(·).
`V TT = BCElogits(MLP (Alhead)), Algt) +BCElogits(MLP (Chead), Cgt) (7)

Position/Modality Embedding: The final type of learnable embedding we implement is a posi-
tion/modality embedding. We found that [XC ;XAl;XM ] do not contain the position or modality
of information, so it is necessary to include position/modality embedding XP ∈ R1×(2+PI+PT ).
Inspired by [1, 39], we add this embedding to our structure to form [XC ;XAl;XM ] +XP .

3.4 Discussion of Compressed Representation Head

The output XN of the transformer encoder is a series of fused heads originating from the visuo-
tactile embedded patches XM , contact embeddings XC , alignment embeddings XAl, and posi-
tion/modality embeddings XP . In order to use our learned representation from VTT for RL, we
need to think about the dimensionality of the latent vector z. If we use XN ∈ R(2+PI+PT )×d di-
rectly, z will be too high-dimensional. Consequently, we propose compressing all fused heads from
R(2+PI+PT )×d to R(2+PI+PT )× d

c with constant c > 4 by using an MLP. This compression results
in z ∈ R1× d

c (2+PI+PT ). Our proposed method will allow image and tactile attention heads from
VTT to be used for latent dynamics learning while introducing minimum inductive bias.

3.5 Combining with Reinforcement Learning

Due to the frequency of visual occlusions and high levels of tactile perception uncertainty in our
manipulation benchmarks, we formulate our manipulation tasks as partially observable Markov de-
cision processes (POMDPs) [40]. There have been a number of advances in model-based RL for
POMDPs [41, 4, 42, 2]. From these, we chose the Stochastic Latent Actor Critic (SLAC) [4] algo-
rithm because of its stability and robustness. These characteristics accommodate high stochasticity
and provide an effective baseline method to compare visuo-tactile fusion mechanisms.

SLAC is composed of a model-learning component and a policy-learning component. The model-
learning piece is built with a factorized sequential variational autoencoder (VAE) fθ [43]. fθ
uses a Gaussian distribution to form a prior model p and a posterior model q. The prior
model p(zdt |zdt−1, at−1) propagates latent dynamics from an action a and the posterior model
q(zdt |zdt−1, zt−1, at−1) integrates observations. In this notation, zdt ∼ fθ(z0:t, zd0:t−1, a0:t−1). To
close the distribution gap between the prior and posterior models, KL divergence is introduced. Fi-
nally, zdt is decoded to reconstruct the visual input O and infer a reward r. VTT losses from Eq. 7
are composed with SLAC losses to form the total model-learning losses in Eq. 8.

`model = `(Ot|zdt , at−1) + `(rt|zdt , at−1) + `KL(q||p) + `V TT (8)

The policy-learning component is implemented using the soft actor critic (SAC) algorithm [44].
SAC is an off-policy actor-critic deep RL algorithm that maximizes future return and entropy for
exploration. For further details and derivation on the model and policy learning, see [44, 4]. It is
important to note that the latent representation z from VTT is utilized by both components. Addi-
tionally, the critic’s value function loss is backpropagated through VTT to the attention mechanism.
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4 Experiments and Results

Figure 2: Baseline Structure: We compare
VTT to concatenation and product of experts
(PoE) baselines. These methods are inserted
at the ‘fusion module’.

In this section, we benchmark VTT’s performance
against two popular multi-modality fusion tech-
niques on four simulated robot manipulation tasks.
Next, we present an ablation study that evaluates the
importance of our contact loss and alignment loss
on simulation tasks. We then evaluate VTT on a
real-world pushing task. Finally, we visualize the
attention maps produced by VTT on simulation and
real-world tasks to illustrate the effects and intuition
of cross-modal attention in the latent space.

4.1 Simulated Experiments

Baseline Structures: To evaluate the performance of VTT, we benchmark against two popular
multi-modality fusion methods: concatenation and product of experts (PoE) [10, 16]. Fig. 2 shows
the architecture of these baselines, where the fusion model is the key distinction between the meth-
ods. Both baselines follow the same training pipeline as VTT to allow for fair comparisons. We
denote the inputs of the fusion module as EI ∈ R1×dI and ET ∈ R1×dT .

In the concatenation fusion module, the latent vector z becomes z ∈ R1×(dI+dT ) = [EI ;ET ].
However, the PoE fusion module treats EI and ET independently and applies a VAE-like structure
to each latent code individually. EI and ET pass through separate MLPs to generate separate means
(µEI , µET ) and variances (σEI , σET ) that are mapped to a normal distribution using KL divergence,
then fused using PoE as shown in Eq. 9 for i modalities and j features. The latent space in this
method is also shaped by contact and alignment classification. Further details about each of these
baselines can be found in their published works.

σ2
j =

(
2∑
i=1

σ2
ij

)−1

, µj =

(
2∑
i=1

µij
σ2
ij

)(
2∑
i=1

σ2
ij

)−1

(9)

Simulation Experiment Setup: We conduct simulated experiments of four manipulation tasks in
Pybullet. The selected tasks are Pushing, Door-Open, Picking, and Peg-Insertion. Based on the
continuous control manipulation benchmark developed by ElementAI [45], we construct a dense
reward setting for these tasks. The agent receives an 84 × 84 × 3 RGB image and a 1 × 6 wrist
reaction wrench. Task rewards and parameters are outlined below.

1. Pushing Push a white block to a grey target pose. The agent receives +25 reward for finishing
the task. In this task, we vary the initial pose and mass of the block as well as the target pose.

2. Door-Open Open a door from θdoor = 0 to θgoal. When θdoor < θgoal, we penalize the agent
−λ(θgoal − θdoor). When θgoal = θgoal, the agent receives +25 reward. We incorporate curriculum
learning [46] into this task by randomly initializing θdoor > 0 during training only. In this task, we
vary the color of the door and frame.

3. Picking Pick up a white block. We force the gripper to touch the block with a location-based
-λ(|Locgripper−Locblock|) penalty. The agent receives +1 reward for grasping when the wrist feels
significant downward force. The agent receives +25 reward when the block is lifted to a certain
height. In this task, we vary the initial pose, mass, and size of the block.

4. Peg-Insertion Insert a peg into a hole. We force peg-hole alignment with a location-based
−λ(|Locpeg − Lochole|) penalty. To encourage the agent to lower the peg into the hole, the agent
receives +λ(|zmax − zpeg)|) reward after alignment. The agent receives +25 reward when the peg
in fully inserted. In this task, we vary the color of the peg and the color of the hole.

Training Details: We follow the SLAC training schedule to pretrain the dynamics model fθ and
fusion modules VTT, concatenation, and PoE. After the pretraining, SLAC and VTT are trained
together. For the model we use lr = 0.0001 and batch size 32. For the policy we use lr = 0.0003
and batch size 256. We train using the Adam optimizer [47]. Further implementation details are
included in the supplementary material.
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Figure 4: Simulation Results: We compare the performance of our method to baselines across 8
trials and find that VTT outperforms the baselines in all but one task. The variance of VTT’s learning
curve is significantly smaller than either baseline, suggesting better numerical stability of VTT.

Figure 3: Manipulation Tasks: We evalu-
ate VTT on four tasks in Pybullet. We vary
visual and physical parameters in each task.

Baseline Comparison: We compared VTT with the
concatenation and PoE baselines over 8 trials. The
results for each task with each fusion module are
shown in Fig. 4. Compared to the baselines, our pro-
posed approach achieves higher sample efficiency
on all tasks and higher success rate in all but the
Peg-Insertion task. We speculate that this task may
not require as much spatial reasoning as the other
tasks because the robot is always grasping the peg
and only has to make contact with the table then in-
sert. The remaining tasks all require the robot to first
reach for and grasp/push an object, then perform the
remainder of the task. Additionally, our approach
shows lower variance with respect to the baselines.
This suggests that the latent representation is numer-
ically easier and more stable to learn.

4.2 Ablation Studies

In this section, we conduct three ablation studies to verify the fidelity of our method. Firstly, we ab-
late the contact and alignment losses in the VTT loss function. Secondly, we ablate the compression
of latent vector z. Finally, we ablate model sizes by adjusting parameter counts (Appendix Sec. 6.4).

4.2.1 Loss Function

To show the importance of contact and alignment losses in VTT, we conduct an ablation study by
sequentially removing the contact and alignment embeddings and losses and performing the Door-
Open and Peg-Insertion tasks. Overall, our results in Fig. 5a indicate that each of these methods
is critical for achieving high sampling efficiency and success rate. The lack of contact and align-
ment losses can cause miscorrelation of images and tactile feedback. The representation induced by
such miscorrelations may mislead the agent’s state value estimation and decision making, leading
to worse overall performance. Additionally, we notice that the agent performs worse without the
contact loss than without the alignment loss. This behavior is likely due to the contact-rich tasks
we use to evaluate our method. One potentially useful application of this misalignment may be as a
metric for evaluating just how out of distribution a novel observation is.

4.2.2 Latent Vector Compression

To investigate the effect of compression and the amount of compression, we conducted an ablation
study. We find that our chosen compression value of c = 12 yielded the best results in the Door-
Open and Peg-Insertion tasks. This level of compression allowed VTT to learn faster and yield
generally better performance than other compression values, as shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5: a) Ablation Results: We sequentially remove the contact and alignment losses from VTT
to show performance in two simulated tasks without them. We find that the full method outperforms
each partial method. b) Real-World Demonstration: We find that VTT also outperformed the
baselines in the real-world Pushing task in terms of sample efficiency and success rate.

Figure 6: Latent Vector Compression: We examine how compression of the latent vector z impacts
the performance of VTT and find that a value of c = 12 yields the best results.

4.3 Real-World Demonstration

Real-World Demonstration Setup: We conduct the Pushing task in the real world using a Franka
Emika Panda robot arm with a wrist-mounted ATI Gamma F/T sensor and custom end-effector. The
block is a 2.25-in steel cube with Apriltags on its visible sides. These tags are tracked by two Intel
RealSense D435 cameras located in front of the robot (Camera 1) and to the back right of the robot
(Camera 2). We use the RGB image from Camera 1 as input EI and utilize Camera 2 to track
the block in case of occlusion. We use the reaction force and torque from the F/T sensor as input
ET . This setup is shown in Fig. 7. The agent will receive +25 reward for finishing the task and
−10|Locblock − Locgoal| penalty when the task is not finished. Each trial has a 100 step maximum.

Real-World Baseline Comparison: Similarly to the simulated tasks, we evaluated VTT against the
concatenation and PoE baselines. As in the simulation results, our approach outperforms the other
fusion modules in the real world as shown in Fig. 5.

4.4 Attention Map Visualization

We illustrate the output of VTT’s attention mechanism in Fig. 8 for simulated Pushing and Door-
Open tasks. These heatmaps are the average of the multi-head attention from Eq. 4. We empirically
observe 2 distinct phases: contact-free and in-contact. In contact-free steps, we observe the attention
heatmap highlight the robot and the object (Pushing t = 1, Door-Open t = 2). This is likely
due to correlation between the goal and the change in the tactile signature that arises from contact
between end-effector and object. Once contact is present, the attention focuses mostly on the contact
interaction and the goal. Again, this is likely due to the correlation between the reward signal and
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Figure 7: Real-World Demonstration Setup: In the left pane we show two successful block push-
ing tasks. In the right pane we note the location of our cameras and F/T sensor, block, and goal.

Figure 8: Attention Heatmap: We overlay the attention heatmaps from Eq. 4 onto RGB inputs.
Further visualizations are available in Sec. 6.3 along with plots of visual and tactile attention at the
timesteps visualized. Additional examples are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 (Sim and Real-world).

the tactile signature. We note that the object and the goal can be far from the robot in the visual
scene, yet our attention mechanism is able to correctly identify these key features.

5 Discussion and Limitations
We expect that VTT will enable important downstream applications such as visuo-tactile curiosity.
Curiosity [48] makes exploration more effective by maximizing a proxy reward. This reward is often
formulated as a series of actions that increase representation entropy. Similarly to [45], VTT can
measure potential mismatch in vision and touch and use this score to explore. VTT advantageously
incorporates spatial attention to localize regions of interest in an image, which sets it apart from
other multi-modal representation methods. Despite its promise, the current iteration of VTT has a
few limitations. Firstly, our implementation uses 6-dimensional reaction wrenches from F/T sensors
as tactile feedback. This low-dimensional signal can often alias important contact events and is
generally not as informative as collocated tactile sensing like [49, 50]. To address this, the tactile
patching and embedding need to be adapted to handle high-dimensional tactile signatures. Secondly,
we only evaluated VTT on rigid-body interactions. This choice was motivated by the availability of
simulation platforms that incorporate both tactile feedback and deformables and that are fast enough
for RL applications. It is not entirely clear how VTT will handle deformables; though we suspect
that attention will be distributed over both the deformation and the contact region.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Implementation Details of VTT

With reference to the notation in Sec. 3 and Fig. 1, VTT uses one 2-D convolution layer to patch
an 84 × 84 × 3 image into XI ∈ R36×3. Each patches goes through one linear projection layer
to make XI ∈ R36×384. In the real-world experiment, we reduce all the channel sizes to 128.
Prior to patching, VTT separates the 1 × 6 wrist tactile feedback into 1 × 3 reaction force and
1 × 3 torque. Features are extracted through one linear projection layer to form XT ∈ R2×384.
Contact embedding XC ∈ R1×384, alignment embedding XA ∈ R1×384, and position embedding
XP ∈ R40×384 are initialized with weights based on a truncated normal distribution by following
the class embedding initialization in [1]. We note here that dI = dT = dA = dC is required for
patch-wise concatenation.

WQ, WK , WV are formed with 2-layer MLPs. Each MLP is constructed with two 384× 384 linear
layers and has GELUs as activation functions after each linear layer. The feed forward block is also
constructed with the same MLP. We chose the attention head number h = 8 to effectively spread
attention distribution and N = 6 attention fusion iterations.

The contact and alignment heads from the transformer encoder’s output, denoted Chead and Alhead,
are passed through a 1-layer MLP. The MLP is constructed with one 384 × 1 linear layer followed
by sigmoid activation function for alignment/contact binary classification. 1 is assigned for positive
pairing/contact, 0 is assigned for negative pairing/non-contact. When feeding negative pairs, RL’s
parameters are frozen to prevent misleading gradients for policy learning. As in [10, 16], the align-
ment embedding is used alongside a training scheme that samples both aligned data and temporally
misaligned data.

The fused heads that are output from the transformer encoder Fhead ∈ R40×384 have dimensions
that are too large for model-based RL. Therefore, each fused head is compressed by a 2-layer MLP
constructed with 384 × 40 × 32 linear layers followed with RELU activation functions amid each
linear layer. The resulting AN ∈ R40×32 are flattened and passed through the 2-layer MLP to form
z ∈ R1×288.

6.2 Further Details of VTT with SLAC

With reference to notation in Sec. 3, the main objective of SAC is to maximize entropy of policy
H(πφ(·|at−1, zt)) while also maximize following POMDP based actor-critic objective functions:

JQ(β) = E
zd1:τ+1∼q

[
1

2
(Qβ(zdτ , aτ )− (rτ + γVβ̄(zdτ+1)))2]

Jπ(ζ) = E
zd1:τ+1∼q

[ E
aτ∼πζ

[αlog(πζ(aτ+1|z1:τ+1, a1:τ ))−Qβ(zdτ+1, aτ+1)]]
(10)

Where β is the parameter of soft Q-function, and β̄ is delay of β for state value V-function. ζ is
parameter of policy. Unlike typical model-based RL, instead of using belief representation, SLAC’s
policy learning is only conditioned on the past and current τ + 1 steps. The hyperparameters of
SLAC follow its published code.

6.3 Further Attention Visualization

In addition to visualizing the attention on the RGB inputs, we plot the proportion of attention be-
tween visual and tactile inputs over time during the simulated Door-Open task and the real-world
Pushing task. We find that at the beginning of the task the attention is dominated by vision in both
simulation and the real world. Upon instances of contact, we find that the attention heatmap contracts
to the pixel-space of the RGB input where contact is located. At the same time, the proportion of
tactile attention increases. In some cases, such as in Row 4 of Fig. 10 (green/green), the modalities
meet in the middle near a 50/50 split of attention. We find that in the real-world task, the attention
is slightly more balanced at the start of the task and again becomes evenly split upon contact. In
some real-world examples, the tactile attention spikes above the visual attention immediately after
contact then becomes balanced around 50/50 (Row 1, Row 2). We find this result to be unsurprising
because it is in line with our intuition about the nature of multimodality in contact-rich settings such
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Figure 9: Attention Visualization for Simulated Tasks: On the left side, we overlay the attention
heatmaps from Eq. 4 onto RGB inputs for 5 instances of the simulated Door-Open task. On the right
side, we plot the visual and tactile attention during the task and note the time steps that correspond
to the RGB visualizations on the left.

as robotic manipulation. In general, we think of vision as being a global sensing modality and touch
as being a local sensing modality. Thus, it stands to reason that until contact is detected, vision
outweighs touch.

6.4 Parameter Count

We present the exact parameter counts for each model ablated in Sec. 6.4. This ablation is motivated
by VTT having roughly 5-6x parameters as our implementation of the concatenation and PoE base-
lines. After adjusting each of these baselines to have comparable parameters to VTT, we found that
their performance did not improve.
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Figure 10: Attention Visualization for Real-World Tasks: On the left side, we overlay the at-
tention heatmaps from Eq. 4 onto RGB inputs for 4 instances of the real-world Pushing task. On
the right side, we plot the visual and tactile attention during the task and note the time steps that
correspond to the RGB visualizations on the left.

Table 1: Parameter counts for all methods.

Method Parameters
Concatenation 2.228E5

PoE 2.889E5
Concatenation w/ Adjustment 1.110E6

PoE w/ Adjustment 1.201E6
MulT 1.118E6
VTT 1.193E6

To ensure that VTT’s outperformance of the baselines is not due to the expressiveness of the models,
we conduct an ablation study over parameter count. We increase the size of the concatenation and
PoE baselines to be comparable to the size of VTT. As we show in Fig. 11, we find that increasing
the sizes of concatenation and PoE worsen their performance. Parameter counts are reported in
Table 1.
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Figure 11: Parameter Adjustment: We examine how the size of each model impacts performance
and find that larger concatenation and PoE models do not yield better results.
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